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T0‘ all whom it may concern:

-

' It can also be noted that

enga ement
Be it known thet‘l, VViLLiAM P. QUENf of a pin in with its respectivethe
fork or s ot will
TELL, a'citizen of the United States, residing prevent excessive or inaccurate motion of
at Manhattan borough, in the city, county, the bar or transmission mechanism connect

and State of New York, have invented new ed to or actuated by such bar.
and useful Improvements in Calculating or
The tumblers .0 form stopping means on
Adding Machines, of which the following is‘ the bar which stopping means are depressed
a speci?cation.
or moved to stopping position before the key

55
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~ Thisinvention relates to machines for ac

10

moves the bar. ‘A certain space is shown be
curately adding or calculating, particularly tween
the pin m and its contacting part

in preventing overcount, and‘ the invention
resides in the novel. features of construction
set forth in the following speci?cation and
claim and illustrated in the annexed drawing

when the device is at rest.

When a key is

depressed thetail n at once depresses or en 65

gages the stopping tumbler 0 and after the
tumbler has been moved to engaging posi
in
which:
15.
tion the pin m is engaged to move the bar.
Figure 1 is a face elevation of a calculating Such bar cannot therefore carry the tumbler
machine embodying this invention. Fig. 2 in question past or over the stop as such
is a plan view of Fig“; 1. Fig. 3 shows a modi tumbler is depressed before the bar begins to 70
?cation. Fig. 4 is a section along an as Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 shows parts of Fig. .3, ins different po
The stops p are shown on a bar 9 which
sition. Fig. 6 shows a further modi?cation. when given a slight movement will actuate
Fig. 7 shows a further modi?cation. _
the lock 7c connected to the stop bar. A re
~ ‘In this drawing is shown a base or support turning spring for the bar is shown at 1“. Re 75
a‘- with frame I?) having fulcrums or pivots (1 turning springs are also applied where re-,
25 ‘for levers or keys d. The keys engage a
quired as for example to the keys, the tum
“movable bane which actuates a suitable con blers and so on.
'
s‘
motion or acti'iator such as a lever f with
The operation of the device is readily un
pawl g engaging suitable mechanism as for derstood. As a key is actuated its tail n
move.

'

_

I

exam lo a. ratchet it. The latter can be con moves the corresponding tumbler to stop
nected ‘in any suitable vway to number or ping
position and the key engaging bar 6 and
‘counting disks indicated at '21 and which can
be of any well known construction.

_

moving the same moves pawl g and said ‘bar
6 by its tumbler 0 engaging stop p also

A lock for the‘ ratchet is shown at it which moves bar g so as to bring the lock it to the 85
is also operated by the movable bar e as, pres ratchet when the key is depressed. A sud;
ently explained. The engagement of the den blow or tap on the key can thus not ex~
keys and bar e can be made by suitable pin cessively
rotate the ratchet ~~h since the lock
, and slot connection. In Fig. 1. the keys are it comes into
action as the bar 6 is stopped by 90'
shown slotted or forked and the bar has the stops p.
'
studs or pins m while in Fig. 6 ins are shown
The stops p are arranged to arrest- the;
40 on the keys and the bar has s ots or recesses
mechanism at various points.
exam- '
for the reception of the pins. Such transpo plc the etc at the extreme left isFor
shown as
- sitions of parts are included in the invention allowing t e calculating mechanism to be
95
‘
as will be obvious.
moved the extent of only one ‘tooth or ?gure
'The' keys are shown with tails or arms ‘a while the other stops
calculated or set
which as the key is actuated engage. tumblers for allowing movement are
to the extent of other '
or ‘stop parts 0 and depress or move the same numbers as for example two or nine or other~
' so as to be arrested against the stops or stop wise. The. tumblers 0 being set at various

'50

pins p as‘ the bar is moved or slid by the key. distances from stops p the her 0 has to move "100
A rapid operation or 'uick blow on the key various
extents before being arrested or

will not cause the resiilting impetus to carry stopped._;. The'fstop bar g however in each
case being moved: only at the-closing part of f
cessive or inaccurate movement of the bar. the; movement of thebsr ve is‘only actuated 105
su?iciently to set the lock kin action, lad-Che

I the bar 6 beyond the proper limit since a
_ tumbier booming to a stop 1) will prevent ex

ii an

'
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bars a g are shown parallel or alongside one levers, a tumbler, a stop, an actuator com—
another and a compact structure embodying posed of a ratchet and pawl and moved by

this invention can be made.‘ A retaining the bar, a computing mechanism driven by
awl can be ap had as shown at s, but this the actuator, and a lock for the actuator ac- .
tuated by the movable bar through the tum
_ In Fig. 1 the device is such that a depres bler and stop, said key levers having a part
sion ofa key actuates the addi or calcu made to bring the tumbler to engagement

_ orms no part 0 the invention;

'
lating Incchanism._ In Fi . 3 is s own a de with the stop.
vice where calculating is one on the return
4'. A calculating machine comprising key

of the key. The bar e'in Fig. 3 when actu -lev_ers, a movable bar engaged by the levers,
ated by thekey retracts the awl g (Fi . 5) tumblers on the bar, sto s for arresting the

15

which latter on the return of t e key an bar bar, means for bringing t e- tumblers to stop
actuates the ratchet or counter. An arrest engaging osition in advance of the move
inglpr locki pin for the pawl is shown at t ment of 't e bar, and an actuator driven by
in ig. 3.
his stop pin t is'secured to a the movable bar, and a lockvfor the actuator

_

pieces forming-‘a bearing for the shaft of they medium of the tumblers and stops.
5. A calculatingmachine comprising key
ratchet h.

actuated by said movable bar through the

?xed ,part, such as one of the risers or frame

The stop‘ bar g or stops p in Fig. 3 are levers, a movable bar actuated by the levers,
tumblers on the bar, stops for arresting the
The keys as seen in Fig. 4 are alternately bar, means for positioning the tumblers to
Y made to extend on opposite sides of the bar engage the stops, an actuator driven by the
' c. This arrangement allowsthe parts to be bar, and a lock for the actuator actuated by
assembled close to one another without in~ the stops as the latter are engaged and actu
terfering. As each key on actuation inter ated by the tumblers;
6. A calculating machine com )rising key
‘ looks with the movable bar inaccurateor ir~
levers, a movable bar engaged by the key
regular movement'is prevented. I
The tumblers 0 can be omitted as the bar levers, tumblers on the bar, stops for arrest

80

29. shownl'?xegd or not made to actuate a lock.

85

'e becomes locked to'the-key through the pin ing the bar, an actuator moved by the bar,
and slot connection-and an excessive move- . a lock for the actuator moved by the bar ‘

' ment of the heyie'would ring or drag the through the tumblers and stops, said hey le
tail‘of vthekey‘ or lever tofcontact with the vers having portions made to engage the
‘ tumblers to move the same to position to en

gage the stops.

r’ - jStQF'P-i/
"- 0i,are
f‘ of, advantage
v.
i over slot
he tumblers

7. A calculating machine comprising keys
Jabso ute;accuracy_.;wherens a pin and slot having arms and branches, a movable bar
‘while accurate enough “fora-machine where having pins engaged by the arms, and tum
‘and in ‘look andstopfas'the tumblers insure

40
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the" arts moveconsiderable distances would ' blers engaged by the branches, a stop bar for
not e as accurate ins machine where the: arresting the movable bar~ and engaged by
parts move a very short distance on account the tumblers, and an actuator driven by the
oi the playrequired between slot and pin key actuated bar and a lock for the actuator 105

and actuated by the stop bar.

parts for easy movement;
'

lclaini-

__

-

>

7 8. A calculating machine comprising a

.

movable bar and a stop bar‘ for arresting the
frame, a sliding bar ‘mounted in the frame, a movable bar, tumblers on the movable bar,
. 1. A calculating " machine comprising a

45

series of pivots ?xed to the frame at diiferent key levers for actuating the movable bar and
oints 1II_ proximity to, the sliding bar, key rovided with tail pieces to engage the tum
evers fulcrumedon the pivots and directly blers, and an actuator moved by the key ac
contacting. atpnej fendv with ' the bar to ‘slide

50

tuated bar.

110

_

9. A calculating machine comprising a
an actuator com osed of a ratchet and pawl. movable bar having tumblers thereon and a
driven by the s ding bar, tumblers on the series of stops alongside the bar for arresting

the latter indirection of swing of thelever,

sliding bar'and- actuated by thekeys, and a“ said bar and carried independently thereof,
lock for the-actuator actuated ‘by the tum~ studs along the bar, levers arranged to en-

‘ gage the studs and move thebar, arms car—

'

blers._
2. A calcul'atmg ‘machine
_ I
comprising ‘ a‘

ried by the levers to move the tumblers to

“ sition, and an actuator
ratchet, key,levers,',amovable bar actuated stop eng
by the levers, stopping meanson the bar for mo‘verlbyilliebail0 '
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arresting such bar and enga ed by the key, '- lOz'A'; calculating machine comprising a
levers, and an‘. actuator fort e ratchet and movahlelbar having tumblers \thereon and a
lock; for thelratchet actuated by the movable series'of sto s alongside the bar for arresting 125
said but an‘ carried independentlythereof,
bar.

3. A'calculating machine corn
key‘ studs ‘along the bar, levers arranged to en
l'e'vers, ‘a movable bar engaged y the key gage the studs and move the bar, arms (la-1'1"

881,717
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ried by the levers to' move the tumblers to look for the actuator
and actuated through
stop engaging position, and an actuator the
sto s.
moved by the bar, said levers having a forked
19. calculating machine comprising key
portion to look through the studs to the mov
levers, a movable bar having tumblers and
able bar.
'
by the key levers, a stop, and an
11;‘ .A calculating machine comprising a engaged
actuator and lock for the actuator res ec—
' set of levers having forks and tails, a .mov. tively
by the bar and stop, said ey
- able bar having studs and tumblers engaged levers actuated
having a part made to move the tum
10
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20
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respectively by the forks and tails, stops to blers to engage the stop in advance of the
70'
engagement of the bar.
~
ator moved by the bar.
20. A calculating machine comprising key
12. A calculating machine comprising levers,
a movable bar engaged by the key
levers having'tails, a movable bar actuated
levers, tumblers on the bar, stops for arrest
by the levers and having tumblers engaged ing
the movable bar, a stop supporting bar, "
which the tumblers are moved, and an actu

by the tails of the levels, a stop bar along-_ and an actuator and lock for the actuator
respectively engaged by the movable bar and

side the ?rst bar and to which the tumblers
are moved by the tails of the keys, and an‘
vactuator driven by lever actuated bar and a
lock for the actuator and actuated by the
stop bar.

'

_

~

Y

_

13. A calculating .mac‘hine comprising a

stop supporting bar, said key levers having

parts made to engage the tumblers and move

the same to stop ‘engaging position in ad
vance of the movement of the bar. '
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21. A calculating machine comprising key '
movable bar, a series of stops placed. along levers,
a movable bar actuated by the same,
side of and ma row running parallel to said and
a
stop
composed of tumblers and arrest
bar, and levers having locking engagement ing studs, said
tumblers being ivoted to the 85
Witl'i" the bar and arrested by the stops.
movable
bar
intermediate
the key levers and
14. A calculating machine comprising 'a studs.
'
sliding bar, swinging levers, an actuator
22. A calculating machine comprising key .
moved by the bar, and computing mechan levers,
a movable bar actuated by the levers,
ism nioved by the actuator, said levers and tumblers
mounted on the bar, stops mounted
bar being 'niade'to directly interlock.
in
proximity
to the bar vand which stop the
15._ A calculating machine~ comprising ‘a bar through the
tumblers when the bar is
movable bar, levers, and an actuator moved actuated by the key,
and an actuator actu
by the bar, said levers having slots each ex ated
by
the
movable
bar.
tended from one end of the arm of the re
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23. A calculating machine comprising
spective lever toward the fulcrum and the keys,
a movable bar enga ed by the keys,
bar having pin portions for interlocking with
the slotted arms.
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16. A calculating machine comprising key
levers, a'_ movable bar directly engaged by
the levers, computing mechanism, means
for connecting the computing mechanism
With the bar, a stop'for arresting the bar,

tumblers intermediate the keys andbar and

mounted directly on such bar, means for

bringing the tumblers to active position,
stops engaged by the tumblers, and an actu
ator actuated by the bar.

24. In a calculating machine, an actuator,
a movable bar connected thereto, tumblers
and means on the bar and moved by the key carried
on said bar, sto s for arresting said
for engaging the stop.
45
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bar through the tumblllai's, and means for

10:

17. A calculating machine comprising key moving the tumblers into operative position
levers, a movable bar engaged and actuated and
for‘ moving said bar.
l
by the key levers, a series of stops placed '
25.
A
calculating
machine
comprising
an
alongside of and clear of the bar, tumblers
on the bar, which tumblers are moved by the actuator, a movable bar for driving the
actuator, tumblers carried on said bar, stops 110
keys to engage the stops, an actuator moved for
arresting the movement of. the bar
by the bar, a lock for the actuator connected through
the tumblers, and means for moving
to and moved by the stops as the latter are
the
bar
and
for bringing the tumblers into-stop
moved by the tumblers, and bar interlock engaging position.
ing parts on the keys for preventing excess
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 115
ive movement of the bar.
‘°
‘my hand in the presence of two subscribing
18. A calculating machine comprising
keys, a movable bar actuated by the keys, ,
stopping means on the bar engaged. by the
keys in advance of their engagement with
the bar, stops i or arresting the bar, an actu
ator actuated by the movable bar, and a

witnesses.

- 'WILLIAM I’. QUENTELL.~
W'itnesses:

-

EDWARD WIESNER,
CHRISTIAN ALMSTEAD.

